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Abstract—Semantic search promises to provide more accurate result than present-day keyword matching-based search by using the knowledge represented logically (i.e., knowledge base). But, the ordinary users don’t know well the complex formal query language and schema of the knowledge base. So, the system should interpret the meaning of user’s keywords. Such requirements are conspicuous especially in smart media such as smart phone, IPTV and smart TV. In this paper, we describe a framework for the semantic retrieval of multimedia contents. Our framework is ontological knowledge base-driven in the sense that the interpretation process is integrated into a unified structure around a knowledge base, which is built on domain ontologies. Our framework also integrates such components as for knowledge base augmentation by user preference and context. We also present our prototype system we have been developing to test our framework ideas.
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I. INTRODUCTION

We are witnessing the last few years rapid increasing of smart media such as smart phone, tablet PC and smart TV. Especially, smart TV equipped with a processor, large inexpensive disk storage, and high-speed Internet access is predicted to be an open home digital hub in the near future [1]. In the line of such movement, digital audiovisual content libraries and video on demand services are already making business in the market. Furthermore, the business will be expanded to the broadcasting contents by real-time program capturing and streaming capabilities [2].

Recently, the advanced technology of contents retrieval becomes a dominant factor for the success of such business [1,3,4]. For example, users want to easily search for contents regardless of the sources (i.e. repositories) such as digital contents libraries, VoD(Video on Demand) services, and broadcasting. Moreover, users expect that their preference and context such as favorite football player, favorite football team, the present football competition and major games of the competition are reflected in their search results spontaneously.

The above requirements can be satisfied in a system which stores semantic descriptions for the multimedia contents, user preferences, and contexts and provides semantic search capabilities on the semantic descriptions [1,3,8]. However, considering the requirements, we can see some features that the system should have. First, since there are many different content sources and metadata representation schemes, the semantic descriptions for the contents should be managed in a single repository (i.e. knowledge base) to support integrated semantic search. Second, the users should be able to express their information need as a simple keyword phrases, because ordinary users don’t know the complex formal query language and the schema of the underlying knowledge base. Third, the knowledge of user preference and context having very dynamic trait should be represented in the same way with the knowledge of contents metadata and treated equally in order to reflect them automatically.

The input of the semantic search system is a keyword phrase and the final output is a list of contents matching with the keyword phrase reflecting user’s intention. In this process the system has to interpret the keyword query to fill the gap between the keywords and the user’s intention and has to find the metadata description in the knowledge base that accord with the interpretation [7-10]. The target contents are those connected to the identified metadata description. In other words, the process converts the keyword phrase into a formal query statement of the knowledge base. Due to the ambiguity of keyword phrase, there may be multiple formal queries produced from one keyword query. How to rank these queries is a big challenge[7].

In this paper, we describe a framework for semantic multimedia contents retrieval in smart TV. Our framework is
ontological knowledge base-driven in the sense that the interpretation process is integrated into a unified structure around a knowledge base built on domain ontologies. Moreover, our framework allows the knowledge base augmentation with the dynamic context and user preference knowledge in a uniform manner. The main objectives of our framework are to provide enhanced retrieval performance and better user interfaces based on the ontological knowledge base. Our framework provides domain ontologies to represent logically the metadata, user preference, and context data. It also includes such components as for knowledge base augmentation, user query interpretation, and adjustment of the interpretation result.

This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we briefly explain the conceptual architecture and principal functional components of our framework as well as generic approaches for the functions. Then, the prototype system to verify our framework ideas is presented in Section 3. In Section 4 we describe an application of prototype system in smart TV environment. Section 5 outlines the related works. In Section 6 we provide the conclusions of our work and a brief description of our future works.

II. FRAMEWORK DESCRIPTION

In this section we provide an outline of our framework for the semantic retrieval of multimedia contents in smart TV. The conceptual architecture of the framework is presented in Figure 1.

The framework has two sections. The first section relates to knowledge base construction, and the second one relates to semantic contents retrieval. The major functional components of the first section are domain ontologies, a knowledge base population component and a knowledge augmentation component. The second section has, as its major functional components, a keyword phrase interpretation component, a formal query conversion & processing component, and a query graph adjustment component.

As described in the figure, our framework is ontological knowledge base-driven as all the components provide their functions based on the knowledge base which is built on the domain ontologies. More specifically, the metadata of contents is represented in a logical graph in the knowledge base using the domain ontologies of such as movie, drama, and sports. The user preference and context data are also represented in the same way as the metadata of contents, and integrated in the knowledge graph. The user query (i.e. keyword phrase) is interpreted into a query graph by the keyword phrase interpretation component, and then a list of contents that accord with user’s intention is returned by the formal query conversion & processing component. The keyword phrase interpretation is performed by picking up the most likely partial knowledge graph (called query graph) among candidate partial graphs that are extracted from the knowledge base. The candidate partial graphs are those that the user query could denote. Since the interpretation result is given as a graph, the user can easily adjust it to be fit for his/her intention in GUI.

Our approach for the knowledge augmentation with user preference is as follows. We can acquire the user preference knowledge through two ways. The first one is to get it from the user profile that user specified explicitly. The second one is to learn it from user’s query history. Our approach for the user preference learning is distinct from general association rule mining, because our approach is also based on the knowledge base. In usual association rule mining, system mines only the gathered data for association rules. In our approach, the system mines whole knowledge base. That means the association rules are acquired not from the gathered query history but from the knowledge having been expanded through the knowledge graph. For example, consider the case that the history data about music video query which consists of singer (or group) name and music title is gathered (e.g., “2NE1, I don’t care”, “SE7EN, Lalala”, “1TYM, Make it last”, “2NE1, Let’s go party”). We can map each element of the gathered data to knowledge entity so that we can expand the history data to the knowledge such as composer, genre and member of the music group. In the end we can find that the user’s preference is for the composer “Tedy”. Figure 2
shows the concept of our approach.

On the other hand, the social knowledge is acquired by applying text mining techniques to social media such as blog, news and bulletin board. For example, we can acquire the knowledge that the term, “Ronaldo Wink” relates to the quarterfinal match between Portugal and Germany in the World Cup Germany 2006 by analysing blogs and news. With the knowledge base being augmented by such knowledge, the system can give much more accurate query results to the user when the user enters the keyword phrase, “Ronaldo wink football video”.

The user query interpretation process in our approach, which is basically a graph-based technique like as other research [7-10], converts the keyword phrase into a partial knowledge graph of the knowledge base. A query graph can be easily translated into a SPARQL[11] statement, because SPARQL is a graph pattern based query language. The process consists of three steps: term mapping, query graph construction, query graph ranking. Term mapping maps the terms of the keyword phrase to the entities of the knowledge base. After that, query graph construction links the mapped entities so that the missing relations and concepts can be obtained and a complete query graph can be constructed. Finally, the query graph ranking estimates the most likely query graph that best accords with the user’s intention among all the candidate query graphs.

### III. PROTOTYPE SYSTEM

In this section we present the prototype system that has been developing to verify our framework idea, focusing on main components such as domain ontology, ontological knowledge base, and user query interpretation module.

#### A. Movie Domain Ontology

In order to evaluate our framework, we have designed an ontology for the description of movie contents using Web Ontology Language (OWL)[12]. Figure 3 shows a part of the ontology. In the left section of the figure you can see the hierarchy of classes and object property. You can see the description of LeadingActor class in the right section. In OWL, which is based on Description Logic (DL), classes are classified into two categories: primitive class and defined class. A primitive class has a necessary membership condition, while a defined class has a necessary and sufficient membership condition [12]. In the figure, defined classes are marked with triple line icon.

In our approach, the usage between primitive and defined class is distinguished strictly. Though OWL allows the ontology modellers to assign an individual to be an instance of multiple classes, we assert an individual to be an instance of one class. They are automatically asserted to be an instance of other classes afterwards by DL reasoning. For example, every individual that denotes a human being must be asserted to be an instance of Person class, and some of them having playLeadingRole property are asserted to be instances of LeadingActor class afterwards by DL reasoning engine. Such scheme means role concepts ought to be represented differently from type concepts. A role concept is a class, but, unlike a type class, its instances are not fixed [13]. For example, the instances of LeadingActor class continuously change, as new movies are added to the knowledge base or existing movies are removed. A role concept must be related to an event its instance participates in. The properties used in the necessary and sufficient membership condition of a defined class can be regarded as the events.

#### B. Movie Contents Knowledge Base

Figure 4 shows the knowledge base built using the movie domain ontology. In the middle section of the figure you can see the instances of ActionMovie and SFMovie classes by using the described properties.
you can see the property description of movie_0002 individual. The individuals are automatically classified as instances of ActionMovie class by the DL reasoning engine.

The individuals are automatically classified as instances of ActionMovie class by the DL reasoning engine.

In our knowledge base, every entity has a label annotation as in upper-right section of the figure. Using such labels the system makes indexes of the entities and maps user keyword to the corresponding entities. Figure 5 shows the process for knowledge base indexing and user query interpretation.

C. User Query Interpretation

The keyword phrase interpretation component translates the user query into a partial knowledge graph (i.e. query graph). That process is carried out through three steps as in Figure 5:

1. **USER_QUERY_INTERPRETATION**(keyword_list)
2. user_query_segment_mapping_list = TERM_MAPPING(keyword_list);
3. initialize new empty query_graph;
4. initialize new empty instance_entity_list;
5. FOR mapping in user_query_segment_mapping_list
6. add instance_entity_list to mapping;
7. clear instance_entity_list;
8. query_graph_store = CONSTRUCT_QUERY_GRAPH(mapping);
9. extract shortest_query_graph containing all the knowledge_entities of mapping from query_graph_store;
10. IF mapping is not the last one
11. THEN translate shortest_query_graph into SPARQL query statement;
12. instance_entity_list = process SPARQL query with KB;
13. RETURN query_graph;
14. TERM_MAPPING(keyword_list)
15. initialize new empty user_query_segment_mapping_list;
16. FOR keyword in keyword_list
17. initialize new empty mapping_list;
18. find knowledge_entity for keyword;
19. add knowledge_entity to mapping_list;
20. IF knowledge_entity is class entity
21. THEN add mapping_list to user_query_segment_mapping_list;
22. RETURN user_query_segment_mapping_list;
23. QUERY_GRAPH_CONSTRUCTION(mapping)
24. initialize new empty query_graph_store;
25. extract class_entity from mapping;
26. FOR knowledge_entity (except class_entity) in mapping
27. make connections between knowledge_entity and class_entity;
28. add connections to query_graph_store;
29. RETURN query_graph_store;

Term Mapping

The purpose of term mapping is to find corresponding knowledge entities (i.e. classes, individuals, properties and literals) for each term in the keyword query. The name and labels of the entities are used for mapping. In our implementation, the term mapping process indexes the names and labels of knowledge entities, and using the fuzzy search feature of Lucene[14], returns a list of knowledge entities for each entered keyword. The returned entities are ranked according to syntactic similarity to the respective keyword.
Query Graph Construction

The query graph construction process builds up candidate query graphs with the knowledge entities mapped in the term mapping step. The process explores all entities related to the mapped entities. The exploration simply incorporates all entities and literals within a pre-defined range (i.e., distance) and makes up the missing relations and concepts for the user query. From the explored paths, only those, called connections, are selected where the first and the last vertex correspond to one of the mapped entities. When the connections can be joined into a graph containing all the entities mapped in the term mapping step, the candidate query graph is generated according to the following rules: 1) Class entities mapped by the term mapping or discovered by the exploration are regarded as variable nodes. 2) Individual entities and literals are regarded as end nodes. 3) Property entities are regarded as the edges of the query graph.

Query Graph Ranking

After the term mapping and query graph construction, multiple candidate query graphs will be produced. There comes the problem: how to pick up the most appropriate query graph for the user? Various models have been suggested for the evaluation [7-10, 15]. One of the simplest ways is to give higher rank to the query graph that has the shorter path connecting all the mapped entities. We use the shortest path model because the assumption is generally valid that the knowledge entities which have conceptual relations are located close to each other in a knowledge graph [9].

The algorithm for the user query interpretation process is shown in Figure 6. In the algorithm we consider the case that a keyword is mapped to one entity. But actually it is not, so the multiple mapped entities should be split into different query sets. The query set split step is a process of enumerating all possible combinations from different senses of each keyword.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF PROTOTYPE SYSTEM

In this section we describe the implementation of prototype system on smart TV environment. There should be approximately 2,000 instances of content in ontological knowledge base. And they are an experimental metadata for the performance verification of prototype system. The user keyword phrase can be interpreted by prototype system in various ways. It is possible for smart TV environment to interpret the search intention of their keyword phrase and knowledge base. The interpreted user queries and search results of knowledge base can be used in combination with other contents searcher, such as VoD, Broadcast, and UCC(User Created Contents) searcher. The prototype system consists of three parts: the Knowledge Base Server, Content Retrieval Server, and Smart TV Client.

A. Knowledge Base Server

The knowledge base server enable contents retrieval server to perform exploration of knowledge base. The knowledge base consists of contents metadata about instances of movie, drama, entertainment, and music video.

The knowledge base server should be to create the index about entity-label. Then, it should be to recognize the entity for entered user keyword phrase. After that knowledge base server links the recognized entities so that query graph can be constructed. And the knowledge base server should be to rank candidate query graphs. At that time, it is to make use of the model of entities weight.

Knowledge Entity Indexing

The knowledge base server loads the contents metadata. The server is configured with an entity label and the URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) to generate the index. This index is used to recognize the knowledge entity to user keyword in the process of knowledge entity recognition. The creation of indexes in the implementation of the lucene library is used. The index is divided into a resource and literal.

Knowledge Entity Recognition

The purpose of Knowledge Entity Recognition is to find corresponding ontology entities, such as classes, individual, properties and literals. In our implementation, we are using Korean morphological analyzer. After the completion of stemming, find the best combination of keyword for entity recognition. Morphological Analyzer is a software library capable of detecting morphemes in a piece of keyword phrase. The Figure 7 describes the results of knowledge entity recognition from the best combination of keywords. The results of recognized entities have contained node URI and type information of node.

Fig. 7 Results of knowledge entity recognition

Query Graph Construction and Ranking

The knowledge base server builds up query combination from the recognized entities. The query combination process constructs candidate query graphs with the ontology resources mapped entities. The query graph ranking is to find the best query graph from candidate query graphs. Figure 8 shows the conceptual spanning tree of user query. Figure 9 shows an expanded ontological query graphs. It is expanded the query graph through the path of graph from the conceptual spanning tree. It is the best query graph.
**Dynamic SPARQL Generation**

The knowledge base server performs the dynamic SPARQL generation through the best query graph. Figure 10 shows an example of SPARQL query. In our implementation we are using Jena ARQ that is SPARQL processing engine.

**B. Contents Retrieval Server**

The contents retrieval server is passed the user entered keywords. And interpreted query is created by knowledge base server. The interpreted query is passed to the VoD Contents Searcher, Broadcast Contents Searcher, and UCC Contents Searcher. The search results are returned by the each searcher. Figure 11 shows the class diagram of contents retrieval server.

**User Query Interpreter**

The user query interpreter creates an interpreted query via knowledge entity recognition, query graph construction and ranking, dynamic SPARQL generation and SPARQL processing results.

**VoD Contents Searcher**

The VoD Contents Searcher retrieves contents of VoD to provide streaming services in VoD contents repository. The search results are applied to the dynamic classification system.

**Broadcast Contents Searcher**

The Broadcast Contents Searcher retrieves contents of broadcast in EPG(Electronic Program Guide) database.

**UCC Searcher**

The UCC Searcher generates a query that is suitable for global repository, such as Youtube and Daum TV pot. The created query is a global repository input. And search results are completed post-processing, such as filtering, ranking, and grouping.

**C. Smart TV Client**

The smart TV client acquires the user entered keywords, and it is passed on to the contents retrieval server. The user query interpreter delivers the interpreted query for user feedback. Also, it provides the search results via filtering, ranking, and grouping.

**Smart TV Search Interface**

Figure 12 describes the GUI of smart TV client. The smart TV client consists of three parts: the preferred broadcast channels, information of preferred broadcast contents, and history of VoD contents. User entered keywords is passed to the contents retrieval server.

**Smart TV Search Results Interface**

The search results interface provides two type of information. Firstly, the client provides search results to be filtered, ranked, and grouped. Second, it provides expanded keywords phrase for interpretation of user keyword. Figure 13 shows search results interface in smart TV.
interpretations that can be derived from the underlying knowledge graph can be computed.

With respect to these recent works, our approach is distinct in three aspects. First, we enrich the knowledge graph with user preference knowledge and context knowledge. Thus, the meanings of user query are interpreted more accurately. Second, our framework provides the principle for ontology design and knowledge base population so that contents’ metadata can be easily migrated by the computer from legacy content libraries. Third, user can easily adjust the interpretation result of his/her keyword query in GUI, since the interpretation result is provided as a partial knowledge graph.

In Semantic Web, the semantic information of the Web is recorded by RDF triple and is embedded in Web pages. In RDF triple, the concepts and their relationships are defined. We call the data defining the resource and its relations (concept and property) metadata. Relations between concepts/instance are required to be explicitly stated in formal logic queries, which are often missing in keyword queries. OntoLook is a prototype relation-based search engine, which has been implemented in a virtual Semantic Web environment. The core idea of “OntoLook” is that there are relations among the submitted keywords, and Semantic Web offers the ability of processing relations at the system architecture level[17].

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we proposed an ontological knowledge base-driven framework for semantic multimedia contents retrieval. We briefly explained the conceptual architecture and principal components. We also explained generic approaches to implement each component. Our framework has the distinctive features that the knowledge of user preference and context is spontaneously reflected in the query process and that the interpretation of user query can be easily adjusted by the user in GUI. Such features stem from the fact that all the knowledge of content metadata, user preference and context is seamlessly represented in a single knowledge graph and that the interpretation result is also represented as a partial knowledge graph.

To verify our framework ideas we have been developing a prototype system. We discussed the domain ontology, i.e. movie ontology and some principles for ontology design and knowledge base construction. The principle is simple but very powerful when we can use Description Logic reasoning. We gave an illustration of the knowledge base which is built based on the movie ontology and showed an example of DL reasoning in use. The interpretation process of user query (i.e. keyword phrase) was explained and the algorithm for the process was provided.

Our prototype is not at the final version, but still developing. In the future we will implement the knowledge augmentation component and the query graph adjustment component. Especially, the user preference learning from user query history and the social knowledge mining would give distinctive features to our framework.

V. RELATED WORKS

Recently, digital audiovisual library systems, video on demand service systems are developed based on widely accepted standards for audiovisual content descriptions such as MPEG-7 [16] and TV-Anytime [2]. An MPEG-7 driven framework for managing semantic metadata for audiovisual content was presented in [1]. The framework allows the description of domain ontologies within MPEG-7 and the encoding of semantic multimedia metadata descriptions that utilize the domain ontologies in the Semantic DS of the MPEG-7 MDS.

On the other hand, translating keywords to formal queries is a line of research of information retrieval communities. [7] represents an attempt that specifically deals with keyword queries in semantic search engines. There, keywords are mapped to elements of triple patterns of predefined query templates. These templates fix the structure of the resulting queries a priori. These problems have been tackled recently by [8,9]. In [9], a more generic graph-based approach has been proposed to explore all possible connections between nodes that correspond to keywords in the query. This way, all
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